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•

Update on Beluluane Gas Power Plant, Mozambique

•

Airports Rehabilitation Programme, Zimbabwe

•

Eskom Request for Proposals on Gas Supply, South Africa

•

Expansion of Kansanshi Copper Mine, Zambia

•

Planning of a Coal-to-Liquids Plant, Botswana

•

Permit for Private Mobile Money Services, Ethiopia

•

Potable Water Kiosk Programme, Senegal

•

Major Irrigation Programme, Tanzania

•

Funding Sought for Sheria Sacco Twin Tower, Nairobi, Kenya

•

IFC Support for African Regional Generic Medicines Production Programme

•

Further Construction of Windhoek-International Airport Road, Namibia

•

Plans for Ethiopia-South Sudan Power Interconnection

•

Funding for Prieska Copper/Zinc Project, Northern Cape, South Africa

•

Update on Green Hydrogen Project, Namibia

•

Modernisation of MTN Mobile Telecommunications Network in Gauteng, South Africa

•

Water Supply Project, Gabon

•

New Cattle Herd Improvement Project, Botswana

•

Approval of Apostle Battery Lodges Project, Table Mountain, South Africa
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EDITORIAL
DR CONGO JOINS THE EAST AFRICAN COMMUNITY
Trade & Investment Implications
On 29 March 2022, the Democratic Republic of the
Congo became the seventh member of the East
African Community (EAC). Thus about 90 million
people were added to the approximately
177 million of the other member states. The land
area of the EAC is now 4,8 million square kilometres
and it has a combined GDP of around of
US$ 240 billion.

has been allocated for the construction of the
Rusizi II one-stop border post between Rwanda and
the DR Congo. Tanzania is keen on extending its
standard gauge rail from Dar es Salaam port as far
into the hinterland as the DR Congo. Kenya and
Tanzania are referring to improving infrastructure at
Mombasa and Dar es Salaam to handle increased
cargo, especially mineral products from the DR
Congo. There are plans for the establishment of a
new EAC organ based in Kinshasa that will focus on
mining, natural resources and energy.

The DRC’s admission was strongly welcomed by
Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi and
South Sudan who expect substantial benefit for all
especially with regard to facilitation of trade and
movement of their populations. The EAC
established in 2001 is generally regarded as the
best Regional Economic Community (REC) in
sub-Saharan Africa albeit that intra-trade among
the member countries is still only about 20%. The
arrival of the DRC will substantially increase global
focus on the EAC for trade and investment.

Other initiatives include bringing the eastern DR
Congo into the EAC’s common telecommunications
system.
Some of the existing border posts with the eastern
DR Congo are functioning at reasonable levels. The
one-stop Gisenyi-Goma border post between DR
Congo and Rwanda has been upgraded and is
operating fairly well. Other important border posts
include Rusizi-Bukavu and Gatumba –Uvira posts
connecting Rwanda and Burundi.

Observers are referring to a “Great Lakes Détente”
as relations between the member states improve.
There have been strained relations with Burundi
but that country appears to be back in the EAC fold.
However, the new member brings with it a major
security issue – long-standing unrest in the mineral
-rich eastern areas of the DR Congo! All the EAC
countries have direct borders with the east of the
DRC with the exception of Kenya and there is now
considerable political will to comprehensively
address this problem. Hence Kenya recently
initiated and hosted a special security meeting in
which four members participated at presidential
level and Rwanda at foreign minister level.

The existing trade flows are significant. In 2019,
Rwanda exported more goods to the DR Congo
than to the EAC markets. The value of Uganda’s
exports to the DR Congo totalled US$ 267 million
in 2020 but this is expected to double in two years.
What are the potential benefits for EAC members
when the DR Congo hopefully formalises trade,
reduces tariffs and smuggling and limits non-tariff
barriers? The DR Congo imports substantial
amounts of goods such as iron and steel products,
plastics, food (cereals, rice, sugar), cement, refined
petroleum products etc. The DR Congo will also
benefit from new exports routes for its minerals
such as copper, cobalt, and tantalum from its
southern and eastern regions.

What are the implications for increased trade and
investment?
The EAC has a comprehensive Infrastructure Plan
comprising 286 identified projects focussing
largely on the transport sector – roads, rail, ports
and airports as well as oil pipelines. About 40 of
these projects are now operational and there is
therefore already regional impetus for improving
trade links through road and border post
developments.

The Uganda Manufacturers Association refers to the
DR Congo as a potential market of between
US$ 6,6 billion and US$ 8 billion and states that in
2021, Uganda only supplied 4% of what the DR
Congo imported. The potential of future trade is
huge!

Uganda has taken an early initiative and has
announced a programme for the construction of
three roads linking to the DR Congo. US$ 20 million

However, what could impede this potential and
what is unlikely to be realised?
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Can non-tariff barriers relating to non-adherence to
EAC regulations and endemic corruption in the DR
Congo be substantially reduced? Transporters
associations in the region are complaining that the
DR Congo authorities are charging excessive toll
fees. These barriers refer not only to the movement
of goods but also of people. Currently, it costs a DR
Congo national about US$ 120 to visit Uganda with
excessive visa and entry-exit fees charged on both
sides of the border.

often a major deterioration upon crossing. There are
hopes that the EAC will benefit from the DR Congo’s
vast hydro-power potential but how feasible is
transmission of power from Inga across the breadth
of the country? Much mention is made that the EAC
now has access to the Atlantic Ocean as well as the
Indian Ocean. However, Matadi port and its
neighbouring ports are shallow water and handling
and transporting substantial volumes across the DR
Congo will be more than problematic.

There are likely to be considerable delays in formal
ratification by the Congolese authorities of EAC laws
and regulations and therefore the lowering of tariffs
and removal of import taxes. The instruments of
ratification are scheduled for signature in
September 2022 but implementation could take
longer.

Achieving relative stability in the eastern DR Congo
will not be easy. It is reported that there are over a
hundred militia groups operating in the area and
restricting trade and important mining operations.
The instability constitutes a major investment
disincentive. In welcoming the DR Congo to the EAC,
President Museveni declared “”It is the onus of the
EAC to now work on restoring peace and stability to
the eastern DRC.”

A major obstacle is the poor infrastructure in the DR
Congo. Roads from the EAC to the Congolese
borders may be in a reasonable state but there is

QUOTABLE QUOTES
“When I see that life is back to normal with state services
and the population, then the project can start over.”
Patrick Pouyanné, Chief Executive Officer of
TotalEnergies on the resumption of the company’s
major gas project in Cabo Delgado Province, northern
Mozambique.

“There is no shortage of technology but unfortunately,
there is no silver bullet and it’s clear that the politicians
such as Minister Mchunu are now facing the reality and
are prepared to relinquish levels of control to the private
sector that can provide strategy, finance, management
and technical expertise to implement business principles
to solve the problems.”
Benoit Le Roy, Chief Executive of the South African
Water Chamber NPC in an interview with Cape Business
News on the need to fix South Africa’s water and
sanitation problems.

FACT OF THE MONTH
In 1994, MINING IN SOUTH AFRICA contributed 5,2% to the country’s GDP and 52,2% of merchandise
exports. In 2021, the sector’s GDP contribution registered a rise to 8,6% and 47,9% of exports despite a
considerable decline in gold mining but boosted by the growth in production of iron ore, manganese and
platinum group metals.
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TRAVEL NOTES
Roelof van Tonder of Africa House has just led a group visit to UGANDA to
investigate the Lake Albert Oil Project and related projects. He offers the
following travel tips:
Prior approval from the Uganda Petroleum Authority is required for travel into
the oil and gas operational area. Applications should be made at least four weeks
before the intended date of a visit.
•

The online visa application system works well but ensure that the size of the
documents for online submission is 250 kb or as required. Normal PDF or JPEG
files will not work.
•

Entry into Uganda is permitted with a PCR or vaccination certificate. The
yellow fever vaccination card is also required and inspected.
•

Duncan Bonnett of Africa House has been on assignment in NIGERIA and the following are some of his travel
tips:
•

Local flights are relatively easy and of acceptable quality. Air Peace and, Arik Air are among the airlines
offering these flights.

•

Beware of Monday traffic in Lagos. It is worse than other days and Monday morning appointments
should be cushioned by an additional 30 minutes travel time.

Air Botswana has announced the resumption of direct GABORONE-HARARE AND GABORONE-LUSAKA
FLIGHTS from early May 2022. The flights will be twice weekly. There are plans for direct Gaborone-Cape
Town flights too.
Due to stronger demand, Emirates Airline will be increasing its DUBAI-MAURITIUS FLIGHTS from the current
nine weekly flights to two daily flights from 23 June 2022.

PROJECT-RELATED ACHIEVEMENTS AND/OR ACTIVITIES OF AFRICA
HOUSE NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIBERS, ASSOCIATES AND CONTACTS
The assurance, inspection, testing and certification company, INTERTEK has developed its Protek Assurance
Programme for airports which is designed to prevent the spread of infections including Covid. Independent
third party verification is offered to help airports achieve assurance standards. ‘High touch’ areas covered
include gates, waiting areas, baggage collection areas, dining and retail spaces and rest rooms. Industrial
hygiene quality checks are for food, water and indoor air. Certificates of compliance are issued.

AFRICA & THE WORLD
Africa is becoming an AGRI-TECH hub. Microsoft News reported that the agri-tech sector in the continent
grew 44% year-on-year between 2016 and 2019. Disrupt Africa reported that 2021 was a good year for the
sector with African agri-tech start-up ventures receiving funding.
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PROJECTS
Africa House subscribers should note that the projects listed below in this publication are a selection from
our Project Database. Templates on many more projects can be found on the
Ventures Onsite Project Platform.
https://africahouse.venturesonsite.com/login
Africa House subscribers are welcome to contact Keagan on Johannesburg 27 11 7285878 or e-mail:
keagan@africainfo.co.za for templates/further details/contacts pertaining to specific projects listed below.

PROJECT OF THE MONTH
Commissioning of the 2 000 mw BELULUANE COMBINED CYCLE GAS POWER PLANT is now expected in
2023. The cost of the plant will be US$ 2,8 billion. It will be constructed by Central Termica de Beluluane
(CTB) and Mitra Energy in the Beluluane Industrial Park situated just outside Maputo. Power will be supplied
to Electricidade de Mocambique (EDM) based on a Power Purchase Agreement (PPP). The Beluluane Gas
Company (BGC) has a concession to import the required gas from the Pande and Temane fields in central
Mozambique as well as the Rovuma Basin in the far north of the country. In late 2019, Total and Gigajoule
signed an agreement for the importation of gas from Rovuma. A Floating Storage Regasification Unit (FSRU)
will be permanently docked in Matola harbour. A 20 kilometre gas pipeline will connect Matola to
Beluluane and the power station. A six-bay truck loading facility will enable the transport of gas to
neighbouring countries. There is reference to a train-filling facility and a 100 kilometre pipeline to Ressano
Garcia for connection to the South African gas pipeline system.
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AGRICULTURE

BOTSWANA

The Botswana National Beef Producers Union (BNBPU) and the Botswana Meat Commission (BMC) have
welcomed the PRESIDENTIAL BULL DONATION INITIATIVE. This is a private sector initiative led by President
Masisi and supported by the Ministry of Agricultural Development and Food Security to improve cattle
genetics through the donation of quality bulls for improvement of the national herd. The initiative will help
boost the size of the national herd which has declined from three million to one and a half million largely
because of the export of live animals.
COTE D’IVOIRE
The Ghana agri-tech company, Farmerline has raised US$ 12,9 million to expand its AGRI-TECH FOOD
PRODUCTION PROGRAMME in Côte d’Ivoire. The technology will be used to assist Ivorian farmers in
improving their production. Main funders are the Acumen Resilient Agriculture Fund (ARAF) and the Dutch
development finance institution, FMO.
NAMIBIA
The United Nations World Food Programme (WFP) is collaborating with the Namibian authorities on a
NATIONAL HYDROPONICS PROGRAMME. The WFP has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with
Namibia Correctional Service (NCS) for hydroponics projects at three correctional facilities including Gobabis
Correctional Facility and Windhoek Female Correctional Facility. It is also implementing a hydroponics
project at Walvis Bay. The WFP is involved with poultry, maize and wheat production initiatives in other parts
of the country.
TANZANIA

Tanzania’s NATIONAL IRRIGATION PROGRAMME is aiming to irrigate 1,2 million hectares by 2025. Only some
727 000 hectares are currently irrigated. The programme includes the designation of 25 irrigation areas
comprising 53 000 hectares as well as 14 reservoirs with capacity of about 130 million cubic metres. The
National Irrigation Commission (NIRC) is responsible for implementation of the National Irrigation Master
Plan.
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HEALTH

REGIONAL

The International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the Nippon Chemiphar Company Limited of Japan have
announced that they will be collaborating on the implementation of a REGIONAL GENERIC MEDICINES
PRODUCTION PROGRAMME for sub-Saharan Africa. A feasibility study on production and distribution for
individual countries will be undertaken. The region imports 70-90% of its medicine requirements. The
African Union (AU) has established the African Medicines Agency (AMA) as a specialised agency to support
local production.
SOUTH AFRICA
Johnson & Johnson (J&J) and its Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies have launched the J&J SATELLITE CENTRE
FOR GLOBAL HEALTH DISCOVERY at the Holistic Drug Discovery and Development Centre (H3D) of the
University of Cape Town. The centre will focus on combating antimicrobial resistance (AMR) that leads to
problems in resisting malaria, sexually transmitted diseases, tuberculosis, pneumonia and diarrheal diseases
especially in Africa. It will promote research and support local innovation.
UGANDA

Aloesha Organic Natural Health Products Limited of Uganda has opened its 49 acre ALOESHA ORGANIC
TRAINING ECOTOURISM CENTRE in Bombo-Kalule, Lunero District, Uganda. The centre includes a medicinal
tree forest and herbal medicines training institute licensed by the Ministry of Education and the Directorate
of Industrial Training. The training focuses on herbal medicine preparation and supply chain management.
The establishment of the ecotourism centre will attract local and regional tourists to the complex.
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HOTELS/COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY

KENYA

The Kenyan savings and credit cooperative society, Sheria Sacco Society Limited is investigating various
means of financing the construction of the proposed SHERIA SACCO TWIN TOWER in Upper Hill, Nairobi. The
cost is estimated at about US$ 28,5 million. The twin towers will comprise offices and residential apartments.
Sheria Sacco purchased the land in 2004.
The Kenyan property development company, Purple Dot International has launched a 14-floor COMMERCIAL
COMPLEX on a 1,15 acre site in Mombasa Road, Nairobi. The cost is 2,5 billion Kenyan Shillings or about
US$ 21,5 million. The first three floors will be showrooms and the rest will be offices. The complex includes
conference rooms, a restaurant and a solar power facility.
SOUTH AFRICA
South African National Parks (SANParks) has reportedly approved in-principle the development of the
APOSTLE BATTERY LODGES PROJECT situated on Table Mountain on the Cape Peninsula between Camps Bay
and Hout Bay in the Western Cape Province. The project will be implemented as a Public-Private-Partnership
(PPP) with the Cape Town-based Newmark Hotels. The plan is to build two lodges with 21 suites with a
museum, restaurant, picnic supply store and a bar. The heritage site of the gun battery will maintain a
military theme. Environmental and other approvals must still be obtained. Some local NGO’s are requesting
further investigation of the social impact of the project.
ZAMBIA
The Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) of Zambia is seeking an equity partner for the development of
the planned KABWE TEXTILE PLANT in the Kabwe District, Central Province. This will be the second textile
plant in the Kabwe Multi-facility Economic Zone (MFEZ) since the Mulungishi Textiles began operations there.
24 hectares have been allocated for the new factory. Marubeni of Japan will be the technical partner.
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ICT / TELECOMMUNICATIONS

BURKINA FASO

Horizon Industries of Burkina Faso has inaugurated a COMPUTER AND MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
HANDSET ASSEMBLY PLANT in the Kossodo Industrial Zone of Ougadougou. The cost is estimated at about
US$ 12 million. The plant will produce 1 000 units of lap tops, tablets and mobile handsets per day. Funding
is mainly from Burkinabé financial institutions. Haier of China is the technical adviser.
ETHIOPIA
The National Bank of Ethiopia (NBE) is planning the establishment of the judicial environment that will permit
the offering of MOBILE MONEY SERVICES by private telecommunications operators. These legal changes will
enable the country’s first private operator, Safaricom to launch its M-Pesa mobile money platform in the
country. It will be the first competitor to Ethio Telecom’s Telebirr mobile money product. It is reported that
Safaricom has already placed orders for the required equipment.
SOUTH AFRICA
MTN will be investing US$ 136 million in the MODERNISATION OF ITS MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
in Gauteng Province. As South Africa’s economic hub, there is considerable demand from that province. Over
500 5G sites will be established. A major proportion of the funds will be allocated to repairing vandalised
equipment and replacement of stolen batteries. The company will also be developing new 5G sites in Brits
and Rustenburg.
ZIMBABWE
The public fixed line telecommunications operator, TelOne is inaugurating a second 400 kVA DATA CENTRE in
Bulawayo. It recently opened a first centre in Mazowe. The centres will extend the company’s network and
improve data connectivity. As part of the second phase of the National Broadband Project, the company will
install 100 000 fibre optic lines over the next five years. It has concluded an agreement with Eutelsat of
France for interconnection with the country’s rural areas.
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MINING

SOUTH AFRICA

Orion Minerals of Australia and Triple Flag of Canada have concluded an initial agreement for the raising of
US$ 87 million for implementation of the PRIESKA COPPER/ZINC PROJECT in the Northern Cape Province.
The mine will begin as an open pit operation and then go underground in a later phase. It should produce
226 000 tons of copper concentrate and 680 000 tons of zinc concentrate per annum. In accordance with
the agreement, Triple Flag will receive most of the mne’s by-products including gold and silver.
Eastern Platinum (Eastplats) of Canada has undertaken a technical report to assist in the securing of funds for
the relaunch of underground operations in a section of the CROCODILE RIVER PLATINUM PROJECT in the
North West Province. The mine was placed under care and maintenance in 2013. The project includes a
tailings storage facility.
ZAMBIA
The board of First Quantum Minerals (FQM) of Canada has approved an investment of US$ 1,25 billion in the
EXPANSION OF KANSANSHI COPPER MINE near Solwezi in Zambia’s North Western Province. The S3
Expansion Project should substantially increase the mine’s production. FQM will also invest a further
US$ 100 million in its Enterprise Nickel Mine in thew Kalumbila District of the North Western Province.

AIM-listed Premier African Minerals has entered into a 50% joint venture with the lithium exploration
company, Li3 Resources for the development of the Li3 LITHIUM PROJECT situated in the Mutare Greenstone
Bely in eastern Zimbabwe. Li3 will allocate US$ 250 000 for the exploration, environmental and technical
studies.
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OIL & GAS

REGIONAL

The engineering services company, Worley UK has been appointed to undertake the Front-End Engineering
Design (FEED) as well as the Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) and Land Acquisition
Studies (LAS) for the NIGERIA-MOROCCO GAS PIPELINE PROJECT (NMGP). The 7 000 kilometre pipeline will
cross West Africa and link with Europe. The implementing agencies are the Nigerian National Petroleum
Corporation (NNPC) and the Office National des Hydrocarbures et des Mines (ONHYM) of Morocco.
BOTSWANA

Botswana Oil has announced that it is planning a COAL-TO-LIQUIDS PLANT. The plant will produce
12 000 barrels of diesel per day and production will be mainly for the local market and will reduce
dependence on imported fuel. The cost is estimated at US$ 2,5 billion. The intention is to offer the project as
a Public Private Partnership (PPP).
NAMIBIA
The Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR) is requesting a review of the award of the Hyphen Africa
consortium as the preferred bidder for the GREEN HYDROGEN PROJECT. The award entails a 40-year
concession to develop and operate the project in a 4 000 square kilometre land allocation in the Tsau
Iikhaeb (Sperrgebiet) in south-western Namibia. The total cost is estimated at US$ 9,4 billion. Enertrag of
Germany is the technical partner in the consortium. The designated area is considered suitable for the
project given solar and wind power potential, vast land and proximity to the sea. The initiative falls under the
government’s Southern Corridor Development Initiative (SCDI).
RWANDA

Rwanda-based GasMeth has reportedly raised US$ 310 million for its LAKE KIVU METHANE GAS PROJECT. The
company has signed a 25-year concession agreement with the Rwanda government whereby it will extract
40 MMSCF/D of natural gas. The project includes onshore gas extraction, processing and compression
facilities to produce compressed natural gas (CNG).
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POWER

REGIONAL

Bilateral meetings have been held between Ethiopian Electric Power (EEP) and the South Sudan Ministry of
Energy and Dams on the establishment of an ETHIOPIA-SOUTHSUDAN POWER INTERCONNECTION. The
parties have signed an agreement for the supply of hydro and other power to South Sudan. There will be an
initial export of 100 MW over the next three years. Ethiopia is currently exporting some 250 MW to Sudan
and Djibouti.
SOUTH AFRICA

ESKOM has announced that it will be issuing a GAS SUPPLY REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP) for supply of gas
to its Ankerlig and Gourikwa open-cycle gas turbine (OCGT) power stations in the Western Cape Province.
The stations currently use diesel to operate during peak periods and during emergencies. According to the
national Gas Master Plan, gas technology has been targeted for the generation of 6 000 MW from
combined-cycle gas turbines.
Johannesburg-headquartered Gold Fields has announced that it will be operating a SOLAR POWER PLANT at
its South Deep gold mine located near Westonaria, Gauteng Province from August 2022. The plant will
produce 60 MW. The company will also be investigating energy storage technologies.
ZIMBABWE
The Zimbabwe Electricity Transmission and Distribution Company (ZETDC) has received government approval
for the construction of a 97 kilometre 11kV/400V TRANSMISSION LINE to power the Dinson Iron and Steel
Company (DISCO) steel processing plant at Manhize in the Chivhu District, Mashonaland East. The
transmission line will connect the giant steel mills at the Manhize plant to the main grid. The
US$ I billion steel project will be implemented as a Public Private Partnership (PPP) and DISCO is arranging
the funding of the line. DISCO is a subsidiary of Tsingshan Holdings of China.
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TRANSPORT

REGIONAL

Construction of the 440 kilometre GAMBELLA-PAGAK-FALUJI ROAD linking western Ethiopia to South
Sudan’s Upper Nile State is expected to begin soon. The road is one of five routes selected to improve
transport and trade between the two countries. The project falls under the Ethiopia-South Sudan Road
Infrastructure Programme. The implementing agencies are the South Sudan Ministry of Roads and Bridges,
and the Ethiopian Ministry of Transport and Communications.
KENYA

There are current legal challenges to the tender awarded by the Kenya Ports Authority (KPA) for the
construction of the SHIMONI FISHING PORT. The proposed port is situated in Kwale County near Mombasa.
The award was made to the Southern Engineering Company (SECO) of Kenya. The cost has reportedly
escalated to some US$ 37 million. Construction was scheduled to being in April 2022.
NAMIBIA
The Minister of Works and Transport has participated in the ground-breaking ceremony for commencement
of phase 2B of the WINDHOEK-HOSEA KUTAKO INTERNATION AIRPORT ROAD. The project entails the
dualisation of 21,3 kilometres of the road as well as three interchanges, two river bridges plus drainage. The
cost of the China-funded project is N$ 1,035 billion or about US$ 66 million and the duration is 36 months.
The contractor is the Zhong Mei Engineering Group. The consultant is VKE Namibia Consulting Engineers (part
of the SMEC group). The Roads Authority Namibia is the supervisory body.
ZIMBABWE
The Airports Company of Zimbabwe (ACZ) has embarked on an AIRPORTS REHABILITATION PROGRAMME that
will include a focus in domestic airports. Works at the Buffalo Range Airport have reportedly been completed
and the Charles Prince Airport in Mount Hampden will be expanded with the addition of a disaster centre.
There are currently sixteen flights to the country from Africa, Europe, Asia and the Middle East.
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WATER & SANITATION

GABON

The Ministry of Energy and Water Resources is implementing the PASBMIR WATER SUPPLY PROJECT whereby
4,5 kilometres of piping from a reservoir that will supply potable water to households in the town of
Cocobeach in north-western Gabon. PASBMIR is the Projet d’Accès aux Services de Base en Mileu Rural.
MOZAMBIQUE
The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) is implementing the US$ 18,6 million
TRANSFORM WASH WATER AND SANITATION PROGRAMME in Mozambique. The programme will assist the
authorities with water governance and the populations with access to water and sanitation. It targets small
towns, rural growth centres and peri-urban areas in Zambezia, Nampula and Cabo Delgado Provinces. It
builds on previous USAID water and sanitation programmes. It includes liaison and collaboration with other
donors, the private sector and civil society.
SENEGAL
West Africa Water/Swiss Fresh Water is implementing a POTABLE WATER KIOSK PROGRAMME in 25 localities
in Dakar city as well as in the Thies and Kaolack regions. Funding is from the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID) which has allocated US$ 500 000 towards the potable water programme
and a further US$ 1 million for wastewater infrastructure in Dakar which will be implemented by the
Senegalese company, Delta IETP. 150 000 households will benefit from the potable water programme. The
USAID initiative falls under its regional West Africa Trade and Investment Hub programme.
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WHISPERINGS - FOOTNOTES
The CEO of TotalEnergies has stated
that the company’s major GAS PROJECT
IN NORTHERN MOZAMBIQUE will
resume when “life is back to normal”.
The debate among interested parties is
now about what constitutes “normal”?
The population moving back to their
villages? The resumption of schooling
and other social services? The CEO
nevertheless expressed optimism that
the project will restart after meeting in
January 2022 with the Mozambican
president.
•

•

In a recent media interview, the premier of KwaZulu-Natal Province in South Africa, Sihle Zikalala stated
that the province will become a GREEN HYDROGEN supplier and that Richards Bay is the preferred
location as a gas collection and disbursement centre. (The head of the Presidential Climate Finance
Task Team has however stated that investments totalling US$ 14 billion will be required for South
Africa to develop a sizeable green hydrogen industry.)

•

First Quantum Minerals is predicting LOWER COPPER PRODUCTION from its mines in Zambia than
originally set for 2022. The Canadian miner had hoped to produce 490 000 tons for the year but this
has been revised downwards to around 450 000 tons. Nevertheless, FQM has announced its board
approval of a US$ 1,25 billion investment in the expansion of its Kansanshi mine. The company refers
to “renewed confidence” in Zambia under the new government.

•

GEOTHERMAL POWER PRODUCTION POTENTIAL IN ETHIOPIA is estimated at 10 000 MW. However, the
development of geothermal has been restrained by costs and reliance on hydro power but also lack of
skilled expertise. The intervention of the Kenya Electricity Generating Company (KenGen) in the country
is therefore most appropriate. Kenya has considerably more experience in geothermal exploitation.
KenGen is currently undertaking drilling operations at the Tule Moye and Langano sites.

•

FLOODING IN LAKE TANGANYIKA is leading to a sharp increase in populations living close to the lake
being forced to evacuate their homes for emergency camps that lack support water supply and other
needs. The situation is particularly dire in the Uvira area of the DR Congo and the Bujumbura area of
Burundi.

•

Drones in Rwanda have made over 265 000 commercial deliveries of MEDICAL SUPPLIES. The use of
the drones has also considerably increased the rate of blood donations.

•

It is reported that EDIBLE OIL PRICES could rise by 20% in East Africa as a result of Indonesia’s ban on
the export of palm oil. The Russia-Ukraine conflict has led to a world shortage of edible oils. Nigeria is
Africa’s main producer of palm oil but investments in that country as well as in other West and Central
African countries have faltered due to community land disputes, environmental concerns over
deforestation and other issues.

•

The GEITA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (formerly Chato Airport) in northern Tanzania is reportedly 90%
complete and now operational but largely under-utilised. Some US$ 23 million has been disbursed on
the project which was strongly promoted by former President Magufuli. The airport is situated near the
former President’s home town.

•

Zimbabwe’s government-aligned newspaper, The Herald reports renewed interest by Dangote of Nigeria
in building a US$ 400 million CEMENT PLANT in Zimbabwe. This would be Dangote’s eleventh plant in
the continent.

•

A group of NGO’s have produced a research report entitled the Global Coal Exit List (GCEL) which found
that COAL FINANCING is continuing despite the environmental concerns expressed by many agencies.
According to the report, between January 2019 and November 2021, ten African commercial banks
extended loans totalling just over US$ 2 billion in loans to the coal industry. Five South African
commercial banks lent a total of US$ 661 million to coal companies listed in the GCEL report.
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•

Telecommunications operators in Nigeria are requesting the government to reduce TAXES ON
TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATIONS in the country. They state that they are seeking relief in the face
of the refusal by the regulator to increase tariffs and the rising operations costs. The operators
complain that they are paying multiple taxes at all levels of government and that 36 different taxes are
currently being paid.

•

According to the South African government publication, SA News, Anheuser-Busch Inbev will be making
major investments in BREWERIES in the country. R825 million (about US$ 51 million) is reportedly
allocated to the SAB brewery in Prospecton, Durban and R510 million (about US$ 31,5 million) will be
invested in the upgrade of the SAB Ibhayi brewery in the Eastern Cape Province.

•

As a ‘new’ oil country, Ghana is implementing its ACCELLERATED OIL AND GAS PROGRAMME (AOGC) to
ensure the transfer of oil and gas sector skills to indigenous youths and thereby to enhance the local
benefit from the relatively recent oil and gas discoveries. The training in processing, instrumentation,
mechanical and electrical takes place at the Jubilee Technical Training Centre and is funded by the
Petroleum Commission of Ghana. The Commission is also funding a Welding and Pipe Fitting Centre at
Takoradi Technical University.

•

The Mayor of Johannesburg, Mpho Phalatse has declared that the CITY OF JOHANNESBURG has a
R300 billion (nearly US$ 19 billion) requirement in infrastructure backlog in the electrical power, water
and sanitation, transport and other sectors. The City is applying to the Critical Infrastructure Council to
secure national government support.

•

The brick-manufacturing company, Corobrik has indicated that it will be building a new BRICK
PRODUCTION PLANT in South Africa within the next five years. It has just completed the R800 million
(about US$ 49 million) Kwastina factory in Driefontein which is one of the largest and most modern in
sub-Saharan Africa.

•

According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), 70-80% of Africans use TRADITIONAL/HERBAL
MEDICINES. Formalising and institutionalising the industry is underway and represents a business
opportunity. An example of such formalisation is the work of the Ugandan company, Aloesha Organic
Natural Health Products Limited which is operating a plantation and herbal medicines training centre.

•

Economic relations between ANGOLA AND THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (UAE) are strengthening. A
number of bilateral cooperation agreements have been signed in sectors including housing, hotels and
agriculture but especially in transport logistics. DP World of the UAE will be investing US$ 190 million
in the modernisation of the multi-purpose terminal at Luanda Port where it has been awarded a
management concession.

•

There are media reports that Botswana has received numerous enquiries for COAL EXPORT TO EUROPE
as the continent seeks alternative sources of supply to Russia and Ukraine. It is reported that the
demand could reach 1 million tons per annum. Botswana has considerable coal resources but has not
substantially utilised them. The Botswana government has welcomed this opportunity and is keen to
supply the Europeans as soon as possible.

•

The South African Water Chamber NPC has indicated that the 2016 Department of Water and Sanitation
(DWS) report and policy draft that determined the cost of fixing SOUTH AFRICA’S WATER AND
SANITATION PROBLEM at R293 billion (about US$ 18 billion) requires revision. The possible sources of
the required funds also need identification.

•

Africa has become the leading global producer of RAW CASHEW NUTS with Côte d’Ivoire producing
over one million tons in 2021. The continent is producing some 60% of the 3,8 million tons of global
production. However, Cambodia has embarked on a major cashew nut production drive and has
increased its production five-fold over the past ten years. Côte d’Ivoire is now the only African country
to produce more raw cashews than Cambodia.

•

The Ethiopian Ministry of Industry has instructed ten factories to exclude agents/middlemen from the
CEMENT TRANSACTION AND DISTRIBUTION CHAIN and to sell directly. The ministries of mines, trade
and the Ethiopia Investment Commission have undertaken a study that reportedly reveals that
customers are paying three times the factory prices.
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WEBSITES
Details of the planned BELULUANE GAS-FIRED POWER PLANT PROJECT in southern
Mozambique can be found on www.bgc.co.mz/docs/BGC-Project-Teaser-and-RFI.pdf
The NATIONAL GAS MASTER PLAN 2022 Basecase Report of the South African
Department of Mineral Resources and Energy (DMRE) can be found on
www.energy.gov.za

SPOTLIGHT ON AID AGENCIES, INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
FINANCE INSTITUTIONS, FUNDS & SELECTED RELATED
ORGANISATIONS
Namibia has announced that it will be launching its SOVEREIGN WEALTH FUND based on the recent major
oil discoveries in that country’s territory. The Welwitichia Fund will have initial capital of
262 million Namibian Dollars or about US$ 16,4 million.
Major insurance companies, Sanlam of South Africa and Allianz of Germany have agreed to merge their
Africa operations outside South Africa to create the largest PAN-AFRICAN INSURANCE COMPANY in Africa.
The new company will offer general and life insurance. It is reported that the value of its assets could
exceed US$ 2 billion.
The INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION (IFC) has extended a line of credit to Business Partners of South
Africa for the construction of ecological (‘green’) commercial properties. The value of the line of credit is
R600 million (about US$ 38 million). Business Partners provides financial support and advice to South
Africa-based small and medium-sized enterprises (SME’s).

In February 2022, the Namibia Investment and Development Board (NIPDB) launched the KNOW2GROW
CAMPAIGN to assist small businesses in the country with assistance in accessing markets as well as
funding for expansion. The objective is to scale up medium and small businesses.
The AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK (AfDB) has announced a US$ 1,5 billion Emergency Food Supply
Programme to mitigate the effects of the Russia-Ukraine war on food supply to Africa. Wheat, maize, rice
and soya supplies have been targeted. Nigeria will be prioritised for receipt of the funds.
The US-based NGO, HEIFER INTERNATIONAL will be launching its Digital Agriculture Champion Initiative in
Africa. The Initiative includes training modules for smallholder farmers and improvements to agriculture
value chains. The Initiative will commence in Kenya.
The AFRICAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK (AFREXIMBANK) has registered considerable growth with interest
income exceeding US$ 1 billion in 2021. In the same year, the bank has launched two affiliates in the Fund
for Export Development in Africa (FEDA) and the Afreximbank Insurance Management Company (Afrexinsure).
The African Union (AU) is establishing the AFRICAN MEDICINES AGENCY (AMA) to regulate and thereby
promote local African production of medicines. The AMA was formally launched in November 2021 and AU
member states are in the process of ratifying the relevant treaty.
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CHART OF THE MONTH

The recently released Dynamics of Secondary Cities in Africa report indicates that there are currently an
estimated 1,765 cities in Africa with a population of more than 50,000.and some 143 of these have
populations of more than 500,000 people, based on UN DESA estimates. This is expected to increase to
245 by 2035, a massive 71% increase. The report indicates that most of this growth will occur in cities of
between 500,000 and 1 million people, the secondary cities.

Source: Based on data from African Development Bank and Cities Alliance, Dynamics of Secondary Cities in
Africa: Urbanization, Migration and Development
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COMMODITIES OF AFRICA
TYPE OF
COMMODITY

Agriculture

Base and
Precious Metals

Energy

COMMODITY

PRICE: April
2022

UNITS

PRICE: May
2022

PRICE: June
2022

Cocoa

US$ per Kilogram (US$/kg)

1.84

1.76

1.71

Coffee

US$ per Kilogram (US$/kg)

2.37

2.16

2.29

Cotton

US$ per Ounce (US$/oz.)

1.40

1.43

1.39

Rice

US$ per Metric Ton (USD/MT)

427.00

422.00

431.00

Sugar

US$ per Kilogram (US$/kg)

17.94

19.42

19.61

Cobalt

US$ per Ton (US$/t)

81,772.00

82,000.00

74,145.00

Copper

US$ per Ton (US$/t)

9,903.00

10,246.25

9,341.05

Gold

US$ per Troy Ounce (US$/t oz.)

1,910.22

1,894.95

1,857.93

Iron Ore

US$ per Dry Metric ton (US$/
DMT)

151.19

161.84

133.17

Platinum

US$ per Troy Ounce (US$/t oz.)

957.00

937.67

964.50

Coal:
Industrial

US$ per Metric Ton (USD/MT)

196.00

294.42

302.00

Coal: Coking

US$ per Ton (US$/t)

285.20

326.06

396.00

Gas:
Gas

US$ per million British Thermal
Units (USD/MMBtu)

5.70

6.94

8.82

US$ per Barrel (US$/bbl.)

117.25

104.65

111.54

Natural

Oil: Crude Oil

Source: Various
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Did you know?
You are able to access past Insights & Access publications on our
website

Africa House is a research & consulting company based in Johannesburg, South Africa. Working exclusively
in sub-Saharan Africa, we offer insight and access into the African trade and project environment through
the provision of intelligence on projects and bespoke research on opportunities in markets.
Our Services:

Africa House provides:
Insights: What is driving the continent and targeting regions of high opportunity going forward.
Access: To the world’s fastest growing markets through a team that has worked in 30 countries across the
continent over a period spanning 30 years
Projects: On-going research and intelligence on greenfield and brownfield projects to a dedicated

subscriber base
Trade: Market and partner identification, export strategy development and commercial feasibility

INDEMNITY

Some of the information contained in this document is of a confidential nature and is supplied to
subscribers on the understanding that contents will be treated with appropriate discretion. Please note
that while every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this specialised
publication, neither Africa House nor its affiliate bodies and associates will be held responsible for any loss
or inconvenience resulting from application of this information.
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Please see our Privacy Notice for more information about how we process personal information.
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